


Attach TOP PLATE to insert end of
first extender using 2 – large flat
head machine screws. Attach 4 –
rubber pads to the ceiling pad as
shown.

Screw 2 – feet into insert end of
second extender. Turn all the way
in without over tightening.

Attach hardware to 9” aluminum
connector. NOTE – you must use
the ½ inch Black Screws. Screw ½”
screw through star washer through
holes in aluminum connector into

the FLAT side of the 2-hole slide nut.
nut.111 Repeat step attaching two 2-hole

slide nuts. DO NOT TIGHTEN –
maintain slack as shown to left.

Connect two 36 inch main body sections together using the connector assembly from STEP THREE
above. Turn the first main body section smooth side down and insert the connector half way into it as
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shown above and tighten the two screws using the hex key from the parts bag. Repeat STEP
connecting the second main body section to the first creating a single 6’ section. NOTE, the 2-hole slide
nuts slides into the main body center channel.

Attach hardware to the UPPER &
LOWER extenders. Insert ½”
Black Screw through star washer
through holes in extender into flat
side of 2-hole slide nut. NOTE, you
must use the ½” screws.

Insert UPPER & LOWER extenders
Into main body section – connector
end first as shown to the left. Finger
tighten the screws to keep the
extenders from falling out of the
main body.

Using the long (5/8”) Black Screws,
Screw through the flat washer,
through the arm loop, into the flat
side of a 1-hole slide nut. Maintain
slack between the arm and slide nut
insert the slide nut into the main
body side channel as shown.

Measure height of ceiling where rack is to be position. NOTE, the rack
must be positioned directly under a ceiling cross beam. Measure the height from the ceiling to the floor.
Subtract one inch. Extend the extenders (upper & lower) evenly to a TOTAL length of the rack to equal
the distance measure. Lock the extenders in place (2 screws each) using the hex key from the parts
bag. With assistance lift the assembly rack into place, and un-screw (counter clockwise) the feet
creating sufficient tension between the floor and the ceiling. NOTE, you must adjust the feet equally to
prevent the rack from turning. When secured, using the 2 all purpose screws from the parts bag, screw
the TOP PLATE to the ceiling. You need to screw into the ceiling cross beam. It is recommended that
you use a carpenter’s level to ensure the rack is straight up and down, front and side.
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